I first encountered commemorative landscape paintings as a discrete and distinctive genre of Chinese painting in a study of the Ming master Tang Yin. A majority of his oeuvre consists of works made to honor a particular person whose character, history, and ambitions shaped the theme and style of the painting made for him. Further study revealed that the genre was already widespread in Ming dynasty Suzhou and that it was a fully developed social institution with its own rules of usage. I searched for its origins in the Yuan dynasty and found again that it was already mature and centered in Suzhou, but the gist of it was simpler and the favored theme was the house, studio, or estate of the owner. Traces of its origins emerged only in the Song dynasty, when six surviving examples of memorial landscapes appeared, all evincing only a few varied traits of the full-fledged form. But these few examples, differing markedly from one another, gave witness to a desire among the Song literati for a pictorial monument, other than the formal portrait, devoted to the private person and within the gift of their caste.

This book examines the early history of the genre, from the eleventh to the sixteenth century. The works that illustrate it were chosen to reveal its range of subject matter, the occasions on which it was requested or awarded, the ideals most frequently celebrated by the scholar class, and the styles that recipient and artist, separately or together, found most apt to their purpose.

I am obliged to many people who have helped to realize this book, notably the Tang Center for East Asian Art of Princeton University, which supported first the lectures on which the book is based and later its publication. In this undertaking Professor Jerome Silbergeld, director of the Tang Center, and Dora Ching, the associate director, have provided direction and assistance. Several colleagues have contributed advice and help in locating sources and photographs: Liu Heping, my successor in the Art Department at Wellesley College, corrected and refined several translations;
Julia Murray of the University of Wisconsin first realized that *Welcoming the Imperial Carriage* is an early instance of the family memorial. Joseph Chang’s astute observations led to the identification of *Yuan An Sleeping during the Great Snow* as a commemorative work. To Celia Reilly and Wu Di, the distinguished calligrapher, I am beholden for arranging a rewarding visit to the Wuxi City Museum. Richard Barnhart read the manuscript and offered many useful suggestions that persuaded me to expand my first plan and strengthened the argument as a whole. I offer him my warmest thanks.

I also wish to acknowledge scholars and graduate students who have assisted me in translating the prefaces, records, and poems, that are an essential part of this study. Professor Andrew Plaks of Princeton University helped in solving the Daoist conundrum presented by Shiming’s preface on the practice of tea. Jeff Moser and Alan Yeung, then doctoral candidates at Harvard University, examined and disciplined the translations. Phillip Bloom generously gave me new information from his recent study of Wuxing history in the late Yuan.

My debt to the staffs of Harvard-Yenching Library and of the Fine Arts Library at Harvard began forty years ago and continues unabated. I offer them again my gratitude. Our editor, Naomi Noble Richard, applied candid criticism and much patience to the manuscript, greatly improving it. Its remaining flaws are my doing. Last, I am obliged to my daughter, Katie Clapp, for repeatedly quelling my upstart computer.
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